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Milankovitch’s original concept is that the orbital position of the planet controls the amount of incoming solar energy, thus controlling long-term climate trends. Three principal orbital parameters affect low frequency oscillations of the Earth’s size, and shape. Eccentricity (100,000 year cycles) is the deviation of the orbit from a perfect circle; obliquity (40,000 year cycles) is the angle of tilt of the Earth's axis with respect to the plane of its orbit; and precession (26,000 year cycles) is the direction in which the rotation axis points. The interaction between these orbital parameters apparently control much of long-term climate change. The dominance of eccentricity has been linked to glacial cycles. The similarity between the duration of major glacial cycles, such as those of the past 800,000 years, and the duration of eccentricity cycles imply a causal relationship (Berger, 1980; Berger et al., 1984). Such orbital periodicities have been found in deep sea cores (Hays et al., 1976, Berger et al., 1984). Investigations of long-term climate of the Late Pleistocene are represented by (Clark et al., 1980; Hooghiemstra, 1984; Kellogg, 1976; Koming et al., 1979; Prell, 1982; Ruddiman and McIntyre, 1976; van der Hammen et al., 1971; and Williams, 1984) The most impressive aspect of these data sets are the synchronity of these global changes (Lowrie, 1985).

It is generally accepted by Earth scientists that global eustatic sea level changes of various magnitudes and durations have various origins. Supercontinental Gondwanaland-type plate collisions or and rifting have tectonic cycles on the order of $10^8$ years (Fairbridge, 1982). Seafloor spreading rate changes and mid ocean ridge volumetric expansion and contraction have tectonic cycles on the order of $10^7$ years (Koming, 1984, Pitman, 1978). Sedimentary depositional cyclicity are recorded throughout the Phanerozoic in seismic sequences at periods of $10^5$ and $10^6$ years. Planetary orbital motions, controlling the amount of incoming solar radiation of 20,000, 40,000 and 100,000 year duration, are the apparent cause of these depositional cycles via climate/sea-level fluctuations as opposed to tectonic fluctuation.

But is it that simple? Arguments that solar insolation variations with sunspot activity have higher magnitudes than those induced by orbital parameters, make the point that it is more complex. Variations in height of lake levels in the Middle East, like the Caspian, have been linked to sunspot activity, (Rodionov, S. N., 1994), but the phase is not consistent. This mysterious climate link can be explained by variations in the magnitude of gravitational teleconnection, which alters storm tracks dependent on tectonic vortex teleconnection strength. When the affect of tectonic gravitational teleconnection on atmospheric flow dynamics is additionally considered, a much more powerful concept for the drastic changes observed in climatic proxies emerges linking all eustatic sea level change to tectonic dynamics. Shifting wind patterns, especially the jet streams meridional to zonal perturbations controlled by the Global Earth Teleconnected Global Oscillation System, (GETGOS) dominate the modern climatic swings of El Nino. Logic implies larger changes recorded in climate proxies are a result of more dramatic changes in these modern processes, which can be quantified and modeled using accurate time series gravity data collected within the tectonic vortices of GETGOS.
This hypothesis goes a long way to explaining Milankovitch series correlation with climatic shifts, since the orbital changes of the earth probably do not by themselves invoke enough change in temperature correlated to distance from the sun to explain the degree of climatic change observed in the geologic record. But local changes in ‘g’ could invoke a weakening or strengthening of gravitational teleconnection between tectonic vortices thus altering global weather patterns in ways not explained by current interpretations of the cause/effects of present day circulation patterns.
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What Does Milankovitch Cycles Mean? Milankovich cycles are variations in the earth's orbit in the solar system, which happen over a long period of time and cause changes in the earth's climate. They are believed to be the primary cause of the ice age and a potential cause of future, large scale climate changes in the same vein. Safeopedia Explains Milankovitch Cycles. After Isaac Newton communicated his laws of motion and gravity, the orbits of planets could be accurately predicted and this allowed for a deeper understanding of interstellar movements. Moreover, an understanding was gained regarding the influence of the sun and other, smaller planets affect each other's orbit and cause it to move in certain patterns that may not be precisely circular. Milankovich cycles. Quite the same Wikipedia. Just better. Milankovitch cycles describe the collective effects of changes in the Earth's movements on its climate over thousands of years. The term is named for Serbian geophysicist and astronomer Milutin Milanković. And maybe at the point in Earth's orbit right now, maybe the sun is to the left, and so the rays from the sun are coming in this general direction. We've learned that the Earth as a certain tilt, and when I mean that it means if you think about the axis around which it's rotating it's not straight up from the orbital plane, it is at an angle. And let me draw that. So if I were to draw an arrow that's coming out of the North Pole it would look like that. And maybe I'll draw an arrow coming out of the South Pole. Milankovitch cycles are variations in the orbit, axial tilt, and wobble of the Earth over extended periods of time. Milankovitch cycles are variations in the orbit, axial tilt, and wobble of the Earth over extended periods of time. These variations contribute to changes in climate over long periods of time. They initiate the beginning of ice ages and natural periods of global warming. Variations in 1) eccentricity, 2) axial tilt, and 3) precession of orbit (wobble) all affect climate. In the image below, we can see that we're departing from the natural rhythms of Milankovitch cycles, shown in blue, and have been on a different path since around the 1980s. For more information, see this website. The Milankovitch theory was created by Milutin Milankovitch in the early 1900's while under house arrest. He calculated the temperature cycles based on the tilt of our planet, the gravitational pull of other planets and other natural issues that occur on roughly 26,000, 48,000 and 100,000 year cycles. His calculations coincided with the derived temperatures that were taken from the Lake Vostok glacial samples. One of the more interesting things that he theorized was that temperatures of the planet would crest when all the large planets were on one side of the sun and causing our orbit to be least circular.